Cryptocurrencies have been in the center of interest of both scientific and professional public for over ten years. Due to the volatile exchange rate against convertible currencies, investors predominantly use cryptocurrencies as an instrument of speculative investment, while their use in the payments is at a negligible level. On June 18, 2019, the Internet giant Facebook announced the creation of a consortium of financial and technology companies aimed at establishing a global cryptocurrency with stable value called Libra. It is planned to create an open blockchain through a new programming language, which will serve development teams in the future for creation of smart contracts. The subject of research in the paper will be the potential operational performances of Libra concept. The basis for the research will be a white paper published by Facebook and knowledge about the functioning of other cryptocurrencies, notably Bitcoin. The aim of the paper is to highlight the expected economic and security implications of Libra concept.
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Introduction

Since the advent of Bitcoin in January 2009, cryptocurrencies have been in the focus of interest of the academic public. Their infrastructure is based on blockchain, cryptographical technology that enables the decentralized government of large databases (Nakamoto, 2008). A decentralized management system and the opportunity for large profits from speculative transactions have attracted a large number of investors. Over the ten years of their existence, more than 1,000 different forms of cryptocurrencies have been registered, with a total market capitalization exceeding US $ 300 billion (coinmarketcap.com). Notwithstanding the above, cryptocurrencies do not take a significant share in the modern payment system.

On June 18, 2019, the Internet giant Facebook published a white paper outlining the company’s strategic commitment to developing a new cryptocurrency called Libra (libra.org). Two key differences over Bitcoin and the largest number of other cryptocurrencies were announced. First, the coin emission will not be controlled by a pre-programmed algorithm, but by a central institution. Second, the goal is to make Libra a stablecoin, or cryptocurrency that will have a relatively stable value against the basket of convertible currencies. A stable value would help it avoid frequent speculative transactions, which affect the capricious movement of the value of other cryptocurrencies. The above should make Libra more attractive for use in payment transactions.

The subject of this paper is potential operational performances of the Libra concept. The basis for the research will be a white paper published by Facebook and knowledge about the functioning of other cryptocurrencies, notably Bitcoin. The aim of the paper is to outline the expected economic and security implications of Libra concept. The first section of the paper will analyze the technological basis of the future system. In the second section, based on the existing knowledge of cryptocurrencies, some conclusions will be drawn about possible economic effects. The negative implications for personal security and data privacy will be presented in the third part of the paper.

The technological basis of Libra concept

The White Paper was signed by 53 authors, including a significant number of academics in the fields of information technology, artificial intelligence and payment systems. Its primary statement is about the insufficient and unequal financial inclusion in the world, which affects about 1.7 billion adults. It is an underdeveloped part of the world, where basic payment services are unavailable or more expensive than in the developed parts. As can be seen in Figure 1, the availability of financial services in the mentioned
countries is lower than the availability of internet and mobile telephony, so it is clear that the technological infrastructure can be used to increase financial inclusion.

Figure 1: Number of adults with access to mobile telephony which do not possess a bank account (in millions, data from 2017)

Izvor: Demirgüç-Kunt et al., 2018

It is proposed to create a single payment system that will enable fast and cheap transfer of global electronic money based on blockchain technology. The system was named Libra and it is expected to become operational in the first half of 2020. The three pillars should underpin the functioning of the overall concept:

1. System is governed by independent Libra Association, whose mission is the initiation and development
2. Blockchain technology is the basic of the system
3. Money value is backed by the liquid asset reserve fund

1) Libra Association will be a non-profit organization based in Geneva. Its members are recognizable companies from different business sectors. At the time White Paper was published, the Association had 28 founding members, with a goal to have 100 by the start of the system. Alongside Facebook, the founding members are Visa, MasterCard and PayPal from payment institutions, Vodafone from telecommunications companies, eBay and Lyft from the internet megastores, Coinbase and Xapo Holdings from blockchain companies, Spotify and Uber from service companies, Thrive Capital, Union Square Ventures and Adreessen Horowitz from venture capital funds, etc.

The founding members have an obligation to bring together new members of the Association, to provide a sufficiently large market through merchant-oriented acceptance programs for Libra, and to provide funding for the system initiation. Each founding member was required to pay at least $10 million through the purchase of the so-called investment token. Once the system is up and running, the members of the Association will play the role of nodes in the blockchain network, which means they will control and
validate the transactions. The principle that each investment token gives one vote in the validation process will apply, with limitation of maximum votes that an entity can hold. This will prevent the concentration of controlling power, so neither Facebook nor any other institution could have a privileged position. The aim is to create conditions within five years for participants who have not purchased an investment token, but who own a larger amount of Libra coins, to be included in the validation process. Consequently, the algorithm would become open proof-of-stake (Li et al. 2017).

The Association will make all key operational decisions through the Council, in which, similar to the validation process, each member will poses votes in proportion to the investment tokens it owns, with a limited maximum votes. All technical decisions and decisions concerning reserve fund will have to be made by a two-thirds majority, while other decisions will be made by a majority vote. The operational management of the Association will be taken over by a board, which will consist of between four and eighteen representatives of the members of the council in addition to the elected executive director.

2) Blockchain is a cryptographically authenticated database (Zheng et al. 2017). Based on one of the consensus protocols, authorized participants - nodes - can modify its content. In the case of cryptocurrencies, the database refers to the ledger of all transactions - it contains a list of all participants and the amounts of coins in their possession. The new transaction $T_i$ occurring at one point in time, must be in accordance with the previous records $S_i$ in the sense that the payer has sufficient funds in his account. If the nodes confirm the validity of the transaction, the changes it creates will become part of the new state of the ledger $S_i$.

The basis of Libra blockchain technology is the Move programming language. It is a new programming language, enabling open source smart contracts to be created (Nelaturu, 2019). For the purpose of its creation, previous experience with smart contracts has been used, especially situations where programming failures have occurred. Move will allow the creation of digital assets under the same principles that applies to physical assets: an object has only one owner, it can be consumed only once, and cannot be duplicated. Only certain entities (Association) have the ability to create new copies of assets.

Each account address will be a 256-bit record. Opening an account and signing transactions will be based on a pair of public key (pk) and a private cryptographic key (sk). Applying the hash function SHA3-256 to the public key $a = H (pk)$ gives the account address (Group of authors, 2019). The EdDSA private key digital signature method will be used for signing transactions. Account addresses are pseudonyms and cannot be linked to customer’s real identity. It will be possible to open more than one account with no direct link indicating that the owner is the same customer. A transaction fee is charged for the execution of the transaction to prevent the network from being exposed to DDoS attacks (Constine, 2019).

Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) approach will be used to reach consensus between nodes. With BFT, consensus on transaction validity can be reached even in situations where up to one-third of the nodes behave maliciously - whether it is a hacking attack or a hardware malfunction (Lampport, Shoshtack, & Pease, 1982, p. 383). The basic idea when choosing a protocol was the ability to expand the base of nodes in the later stages of system functioning and scalability in terms of the number of transactions. Proof-of-
work protocols have not been considered at all because of the high energy consumption of validation (Todorović & Tomić, 2019, p. 52).

3) Libra is planned to be a global cryptocurrency with a stable value, fully covered by reserves in financial assets. The existence of real cover is a fundamental difference from all previous cryptocurrencies. At any time, customers will be able to sell their Libra stock for the desired convertible currency at a pre-known exchange rate. However, this rate will not always be fixed, as Libra will not adjust to any particular currency, but rather a basket of stable and liquid assets. In addition to the most stable currencies in the world, the basket will also contain treasury bills and certificates of deposit from the same countries. The change in the value of these assets will change the exchange rate of Libra. The revenue generated by the assets in the reserve fund will be used to cover the costs of developing and upgrading the system or paid as dividends to the early investors. The revenue sharing scheme will be known and announced in advance.

There are two sources of reserve funds: the purchase of investment tokens and the purchase of new Libra coins. In order to create a new quantity of Libra coins, it is necessary that customers buy them with their convertible money, thus increasing the reserves. The number of coins in circulation decreases, when customers sell their Libra coins to Association. At the same time, the liquid assets in Libra Reserves also decrease. In that manner, the Libra Reserve will serve as the “buyer of last resort.” The Association will not conduct monetary policy through the Libra Reserve, nor will it create new quantities of Libra coins that are not backed by reserves.

Potential economic effects

The realization of the mentioned plans would bring certain economic advantages. This primarily refers to the financial inclusion of clients from developing countries. The clients from countries that do not have a sufficiently extensive banking network due to large territories, such as India and Nigeria, would particularly feel the benefits. In a number of countries the internet is more accessible than banking services. The users without access to banks would thus be able to send and receive money internationally. To fully grasp the potential effects of the Libra concept, it needs to be understood not just as a new cryptocurrency, but as an entire economic ecosystem. Libra will offer more than global electronic money, primarily through the provision of open source to create and execute smart contracts.

Smart contracts are contracts that are self-executing on the basis of the terms entered in the program code (Szabo, 1997). Terms are visible through the code on the public blockchain network. Their use enables automatic execution of the transaction at the moment of fulfillment of the set conditions, without verification and confirmation by the central institution. Transactions are public and non-refundable. The implementation of smart contracts will be possible not only in business, but also in medicine and transportation. Their full implementation requires a large amount of digital data, which will be provided by the Internet of Things (IoT) in the future. Facebook and other members of the Association hope that by creating a reliable and open platform for smart contracts, it will attract a large number of users, who will use Libra to execute smart contracts.
Unlike Bitcoin, Libra will have centrally controlled issuance and relatively stable value. Both solutions have already been seen in some cryptocurrencies and are no surprise, but the way they are implemented is innovative. First of all, the institution that controls the system is not an anonymous technology company without reputation. Facebook itself, including Instagram and WhatsApp, has 2.38 billion active users (Noyes, 2019). The analysis of the founding member list shows that they were carefully selected in order to maximize the number of users of different profiles. The obvious motive is to highlight recognizable companies in key market niches where prospective customers should be sought. This could solve the basic problem of all electronic money systems since the mid-1990s - the formation of a critical mass of customers.

The idea that the value of Libra is not tied to a single currency, but a basket of liquid assets solves the problem of the optimal currency area that other stablecoins have encountered (Mundell, 1961). The real novelty is the reserve fund, which enables full coverage of coins in circulation with liquid assets. This will be the first case that cryptocurrency will have intrinsic value. It is believed that the Libra Reserve could contribute to customer confidence and a willingness to hold Libra stocks for longer periods. Therefore, by properly approaching the problem of centralization and currency stability, the Association will first be able to quickly form a large customer base and provide a high amount of cryptocurrency in constant circulation.

Provided that these two conditions are met, a large amount of convertible currencies could be paid into the reserve fund in the short term. The longer the average customer is willing to hold Libra coins, the more it will be possible to hold assets in liquid securities that create revenue. Buyers of the investment token will earn an annual dividend on this basis. So, while the Association itself is a non-profit organization, the companies that make it are primarily oriented at making profit. It is clear that companies that buy an investment token want to make a profit, but it raises the question of compliance with the mission of the project. The authors of the White Paper emphasized at the outset that the mission of Libra is the financial inclusion of clients from less developed parts of the world. Consortium members will endeavor to charge on a continuous basis for enabling inclusion. The first problem that arises is of an ethical nature: why are multinational companies, each worth billions of US dollars, hiding behind helping the underdeveloped population of the world in a new project, when it is clear that generating profit is the goal?

The following problem is closely related to the first one. The White Paper stated that the Libra Reserve would not trade directly with customers, but would transact through special resellers authorized by the Association. There is no further information on who will be authorized resellers or what criteria they should meet. Since there are companies that have the capacity to perform payment services among the founding members (Visa, MasterCard, PayPal), will the role of resellers be entrusted to them? Who will be able to contest for the license, if resellers should be brand new institutions? How much fee will resellers charge for their own services? Is this a way for founders, or some of them, to make additional profits that will actually be shown as operating expenses? These questions do not have an answer, but they provide a basis for looking at the whole concept from a different perspective.

Assuming Libra is widely used in developing countries, the question of the ability of central banks to implement monetary policy arises. The topic of the impact of electronic money on monetary policy is not new, but past considerations have led to the conclusion that central banks are not yet endangered. The first isolated example of the impact of
electronic money on real economic flows was recorded in 2013, when introducing state control of bank deposits in Cyprus (Cohan, 2013). A more striking example was noted in Venezuela in 2018, when a large number of citizens were buying cryptocurrency Petro due to hyperinflation (Osborne, 2018). Therefore, it is possible that once Libra becomes operational, a large number of developing country citizens transfer their liquid assets to the new cryptocurrency. The motives for this act may be volatility of the domestic currency, an underdeveloped network of banking services, the desire for frequent cross-border payments without the high fees and costs of currency conversion, or hiding from regulatory authorities. The consequence will be the inability of central banks to influence economic developments by monetary policy measures, since the measures will refer to currencies used by too few citizens. These risks do not threaten one country or countries in one region, but practically the whole world. The possibility of losing monetary control is far lower with the Fed or the ECB than with African or Asian central banks, but there is already an opinion among politicians and experts that the institution that governs Libra should be registered as a bank.

The authors of White Paper stressed that the Association has no ambition to conduct monetary policy. As such statement is not legally binding, there is no guarantee that the ambition will not arise in the future. However, there are already two fundamental problems with this statement. Firstly, the fact that the Association forgoes the opportunity to conduct monetary policy in advance means that there are already plans for such growth that will give it the ability to conduct monetary policy. Secondly, the question is how the Association defines monetary policy. If the payment system of one or more states relies heavily on Libra so that national central banks lose the ability to influence the economy by their own measures, then any decision coming from the Association will actually have monetary policy effects.

The great financial potential will create the danger of transforming Libra Reserve into a huge shadow bank (Hamilton, 2019). The White Paper does not explicitly state the future relationship with credit activities, which does not mean that the Association does not think about it. If, based on the financial potential gained by issuing Libra coins, the Association starts lending, it would directly influence the growth of money supply of those currencies in which the loans would be denominated. Moreover, this would actually be a form of monetary policy. Knowing that the profit is the sole motive for members of the Association, it is difficult to expect that in the future the funds will not be directed to achieve higher yields than those made by treasury bills.

In recent years, cryptocurrencies have been considered risky in terms of money laundering and terrorism financing. The fact is that cryptocurrencies have been used to fund illegal activities due to the high level of anonymity they provide. In October 2013, the FBI raided Silk Road, an internet stock market of weapons, narcotics, stolen credit cards and other illegal goods, which was using Bitcoin as a mean of payment (Van Hout & Bingham, 2013, p. 387). Following the shutdown of the site, several copies were created, on which the most commonly was used cryptocurrency Monero in addition to Bitcoin (Greenberg, 2017). It is also recorded that the distribution of computer viruses known as ransomware, which lock the operating system of the victims until the ransom is paid in cryptocurrency, most commonly Bitcoin, becomes more frequent (Armerding, 2019).

However, it is not possible in practice to measure the extent of the use of cryptocurrencies for criminal purposes. The mere fact that they are suitable for money
laundering and terrorism financing does not necessarily mean that this will be the primary sphere of their use. Based on some estimates, the use of cryptocurrencies for criminal purposes is far lower than their use for speculative investments. It is believed that Libra would simplify the infrastructure for a large number of criminals. There is growing concern in Europe and the US about the use of electronic money for criminal purposes. The European Parliament has adopted the Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directive (Directive 2018/843), which deals specifically with cryptocurrencies and pre-paid cards. Electronic exchanges and digital wallet companies are required to be able to identify users. Through the 2001 Patriotic Act, the United States made mandatory the identification of payment service clients and abolished banking secrecy in a number of cases. Facebook has previously stressed that the plan for Libra is to comply with all existing regulations. The problem is that there will be no financial inclusion in this case, as compliance with customer identification and anti-money laundering laws prevent the inclusion of people who do not have access to the banking infrastructure for any reason - geographical, legal or cultural (Coppola, 2019). For the full financial inclusion already discussed, Libra would have to circumvent certain legal solutions.

Privacy and security implications

When discussing contemporary payment trends, the possibilities of ending the use of cash and developing electronic money that will become the standard in transactions are often emphasized. There are different opinions about whether one or more countries will develop their own national electronic currencies, or whether a consortium of corporations will try to introduce a single global electronic currency. The Libra is precisely the realization of the second concept. While the economic arguments regarding fast and global transactions are undeniable, there are numerous uncertainties and potential issues with regard to customer security.

There are two misconceptions that cause most customers to be overtly open to new technology. The first is the belief that new technology necessarily brings higher efficiency and security and lower costs of use. The second refers to the view that technological development is linear, so that it is necessary to adopt all available innovations to create a society of the future. Both assumptions are wrong. The factors listed in the first assumption often have inverse relation. There are numerous examples of technologies that truly deliver higher efficiency and/or security, but never experience commercial application due to high costs. Those that reduce costs or speed up process execution can increase the instability of the environment. Even with the unchanged likelihood of an adverse event occurring, the higher amount of potential loss makes the application of new technology socially undesirable. Technological progress is chaotic and unpredictable, so abandoning one innovation does not diminish the possibility of progress in other areas. Examples are the old South American civilizations that have developed astronomy more advanced than any Eurasian civilization, although they did not have a developed monetary system or know the wheel technology.

The previous can be applied to contemporary payment trends. The use of cash has numerous disadvantages, such as the cost of transportation, safekeeping and storing, the physical damage of the banknotes, the use of it in criminal activities, the inappropriateness for long-distance payments, and the transfer of bacteria. Nevertheless,
all these shortcomings are known in advance. Users and regulatory authorities have more or less ready mechanisms to combat deficiencies and are prepared for their emergence. A cashless world offers some economic benefits as well as a number of potential problems. The authorities have no answer to these problems, nor are customers ready to face them. For this reason, their effect can be devastating, not only on economic flows, but also on personal freedoms. Demolishing the institutional foundation built over centuries, with the establishment of an untested and unreliable system, can lead to unprecedented consequences. Global electronic moneys would give complete control over economic life to states (if they were national cryptocurrencies) or multinational corporations (if Libra or some similar private cryptocurrency would become globally acceptable).

It is stated in the White Paper that accounts will be pseudonyms, and that it will not be possible to link them with the customer’s real identity. So Libra will reportedly be anonymous. One could rightfully doubt the truth of this claim. Earlier cryptocurrency experiences indicate that anonymity is only viable in the case of isolated transactions within a smaller circle of customers (Hodgson, 2018). With increasing frequency and number of partners in transactions, the chances of losing anonymity grow exponentially. Given that the ledgers of most cryptocurrencies are publicly available, the regulatory body or any interested party can easily track all accounts with which a disputed account has performed transactions. It is sufficient to anyhow identify only one of those participants, after which others can be identified by monitoring his transactions. Thus, the anonymity offered by cryptocurrencies is not one hundred percent, and its disruption depends on the persistence of the government identify the transactors. In the case of Libra, it may even be easier and faster to identify customers.

Facebook has announced the creation of an official digital wallet called Calibra, designed to execute Libra-denominated transactions. While it is emphasized that the Calibra wallet will be available as a separate application, unrelated to social media accounts, an opportunity install it as an add-on to WhatsApp or Messenger has also been left. This is the information that creates more doubt than the topic of monetary policy management. Facebook is known for monetizing its users’ data. On social networks, companies can pay to use demographic information of users in advertising management, for more accurate targeting in marketing campaigns. Little less is known that Facebook sells users’ data to analytics companies, which can later use it for any purpose (Newton, 2018). The fact that a company entrusted by users with a piece of personal information for entertainment purposes makes money from the sale of that information sounds unacceptable by itself. Even if data buyers only intend to market their own products, the problem persists. Users will receive advertisements that they did not want, for products they are not interested in. Data buyers’ desire to influence users’ political attitudes or to create discriminatory profiles on any basis, are also realistic options. In addition to the fact that Facebook was not interested in the purpose of the data sold, the absence of accepting responsibility in the situation when the sale became publicly known should be added. In July 2019, Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp became temporarily unavailable for adding new photos and viewing existing ones. After eliminating the problem, the management in no way wanted to comment on the reasons for its occurrence (Vaughan-Nichols, 2019). This indicates that this company should not be trusted, nor social responsibility should be expected. Facebook is a perfect example of a company which does not address its growing reputation risk (Tomić & Sedlarević, 2014, p. 170).
If Libra becomes a global payment system, Facebook will be able to add through Calibra the latest set of information that has not been collected through social networks - its users’ payment history. Facebook has promised not to link users’ network profiles to payment accounts, but the promise is not legally binding. This is why the claim of account anonymity seems completely unconvincing - transactions may be anonymous to everyone else, for Facebook it certainly won’t be. Since it is previously known that it often made available information to government agencies, this means that the US government will be able to track users’ payments on demand. At the same time, Facebook will receive another segment for monetizing data.

Determining the difference between the potential benefits and losses of the application of new technology is particularly difficult in a contemporary context, when privacy losses outweigh financial losses. The question is not whether the user has anything to hide from others, but whether others, having complete information about him, will be able to harm him. Aggressive promotional campaigns daily marketed to compulsive buyers are just one option. The system can temporarily or permanently block funds for politically ineligible users, and on the basis of payment history, form patterns of persons posing a security threat. Of course, it is quite by chance that such patterns can identify individuals who pose no threat. If Libra becomes a global mean of payment, it will be possible for a company with a rich history of information abuse could also make lists of non-eligible persons.

**Conclusion**

Previous considerations include available knowledge of cryptocurrencies and Facebook’s business model, but they generally represent no more than assumptions of future development. In order to discuss the future of the Libra concept, it first needs to become operational. Certain blockchain experts tested the code they received from Facebook and proved that it still does not work. So the Libra concept may not become operational in the near future. In the event that this does happen, there are three possible outcomes.

The first one refers to the situation where Libra would become just another part of the cryptocurrency mass. Its stable value would make it unsuitable for speculative investments, which currently make up by far the largest percentage of all cryptocurrency transactions. Facebook’s previous irresponsible behavior would make it undesirable for conservative customers. Cryptocurrency supporters would turn even further to Bitcoin and its surrogates, rejecting fully centralized and controlled cryptocurrency. Under these conditions, Libra would not have a significant market share.

The second one relates to the situation in which Libra would take the lead among on cryptocurrency market. Recognizable founding members would implement programs to support the Libra’s early adoption. Companies would reward customers for certain marketing activities with Libra coins which cannot be exchanged for convertible currencies but only spent. Members would begin to offer certain services exclusively for Libra payments. Many online retailers would begin to accept Libra payments, considering them competitive advantages. In this case, too, Libra would not become a truly global mean of payment. Residents of developing countries would have nowhere to
spend Libra, so they will only serve as a means of transferring money among separated family members, as the transfer will be cheaper than through Western Union. Residents of developed countries would lack one final stimulus for full acceptance. Amazon and Alibaba would never accept Libra, which would permanently make it less competitive than PayPal in e-commerce.

The third outcome relates to the global use of Libra. Influenced by the virality of mass use, all the largest online retailers would integrate into its ecosystem. Before starting, Amazon and Alibaba could become part of the Association. In developing countries such as India, Indonesia, Pakistan and Nigeria, a large number of retailers would accept Libra through mobile phone application. The expansion of smart contracts in the future would give an additional impetus to the use of Libra.

In the second or third case scenario, countries would have to respond by regulating the system. The fact is that Libra does not aim to crowd out the dollar or the euro, because it needs those currencies to have a stable value. Without strong convertible currencies, the Libra has no value. However, it is also clear that the motives of the Association are not well-intentioned as claimed in the white paper. The goal is not to influence the monetary policy of developing countries either, but it should not be expected that the Association will endeavor to avoid this situation for ethical reasons only. The only goal that members of the Association follow is profit. In line with the high investments that the whole concept will require, one should expect that the founding members are prepared on anything just to make a desirable profit. That is why the users are the ones who have the ability to prevent the implementation of a mechanism for global control of payment information.
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